
DISCIPLINE IN YOUTH MINISTRY

Discipline is part of being a Disciple

What they were doing & how it went
against CHAOS rules
That makes me feel _______ . 

 I believe that you you can meet
our expectations.

 If this happens again… you will go sit
with our parents for the rest of large
group.

1st WARNING: Breaks Rule
Talk to student one-on-one and explain:

Example:

Discipline helps this space become
- Fun, Safe, Respectful, & Movement towards Jesus

Believe that our students 
can attain our goal:

 High Fun  
High Truth

Believe that our students 
can attain our rules:

Participate
Don't Be Disruptive

Steps on how to lead with love!

What they were doing & how it went
against CHAOS rules again
Remind them you gave them a warning
and now have to sit outside of large
group with parents until small group. 
That makes me feel _______ .I believe
that you you can do better

Walk them to parents in the back
Re-join your small group in Worship
Center

Sitting With Parents: Breaks Rule
Take the student(s) one-on-one. 

Example:

Last Steps:
If a student continues to break the rules during small group -- bring them downstairs to
parents & they will go home and can try again next week.

If a student is struggling at CHAOS, follow up with that student later in the week. Check
in on them and remind them that they are still welcome to CHAOS. 

We believe in you, and believe you can help set a safe and fun culture at CHAOS



DISCIPLINE IN YOUTH MINISTRY

Discipline is part of being a Disciple

Discipline helps this space become
- Fun, Safe, Respectful, & Movement towards Jesus

Parents Sitting With Students

What they were doing & how it went against CHAOS
rules
Your small group leader let you know that if you did
this again you will be going home.”
Call parents, explain what happened & let them
know they can try again last week.

GO HOME: Breaks Rules Again
PARENT VOLUNTEER Explain:

***Parent Volunteers/Brenna & Kristin will decide if a student is rejoining you for small group
or is going home. 

We will also follow up with them later and let them know they are still welcomed!


